
Discussion Questions for “Be Prepared: A Gentleness” 
1 Peter 3:15 (Reading: 1 Peter 3:9-17), Pastor Tom Olson, Weekend of November 21st, 2021 

Sermon Outline 

Key Phrase: But in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always being prepared to make a 
defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness 
and respect. (1 Peter 3:15) 

How to Share Hope: 

• With respect for God (1 Peter 3:15)

• With gentleness toward others (1 Peter 3:15)

Gentleness is Christ-like, compassionate courage. (1 Peter 2:21-23, 3:15) 

Why is gentleness hard?   

• Because of human nature.

• Because of reviling.

• Because it doesn’t seem effective.

Why is gentleness worth it? 

1. Because it’s effective. (1 Peter 3:15)

2. Because it’s Christ-like. (1 Peter 2:21-23)

3. Because it’s Spirit-led. (Galatians 5:22-23)

4. Because it’s Father-blessed. (1 Peter 3:9-12)

5. Because it’s a command. (1 Peter 3:15)

Key Question: Are you defending the reason for your hope with gentleness and respect? (1 Peter 
3:15) 

Discussion Questions 

1. Read John 18:10-11 and Luke 22:49-51. What lesson does Peter learn from Jesus in the

hours leading up to the cross?

2. Our key phrase today is the last phrase of 1 Peter 3:15: With gentleness and respect.

a. “Respect” means “respect for God.” How will that help us defend our hope?

b. “Gentleness” means a “Christ-like, compassionate courage.” How will that, likewise,

help our witness?

3. How do respect for God and gentleness toward others work together? (See James 3:8-10)

4. How does Jesus model gentleness? (1 Peter 2:21-23 and Mattew 11:28-30 can help.)

(Questions continue on the next page…) 



5. If respect for God breeds gentleness and if gentleness is Christ-like, what does it say about 

our hearts if we aren’t gentle? 

 

6. Read 1 Peter 3:9. Why is it difficult for us to be gentle? 

 

7. Remember question #1 – gentleness helps our witness. But gentleness will also bring 

blessing to us, according to 1 Peter 3:9. What kind of blessings does it bring us? (See 1 Peter 

3:9-12, 16 for help.) 

 

8. Read Galatians 5:22-23 and 1 Timothy 6:11. Clearly, gentleness should mark not just a 

believer’s witness, but the whole of our lives. Where else, particularly, do we need it? 

 

9. Share a story: 

a. When you were harsh with someone. How’d it go in the short-term? In the long run? 

b. When you were kind with someone. How’d it go in the short-term? In the long run? 

 

10. Take some time for self-assessment in the area of gentleness: 

a. How are you doing? 

b. Pray for the Spirit’s help. 

 

11. What can we do to cultivate gentleness in our lives? 
 

12. Any other takeaways from this verse or message? 
 

 
 


